
The results of many recent implicit bias research experiments have demonstrated that “implicit associations 
can be changed in the presence of new information” and that this change “is most likely to occur if the new 
information causes the individuals to re-interpret their previous knowledge of the individual/information in question.”  

Even without understanding exactly which biases are shaping your unconscious decisions, you might be 
able to neutralize your implicit biases by proactively broadening your media aperture, introducing ‘new 
information’ where gaps may have previously existed. 

One immersive exercise in super-charging the introduction of ‘new information’ is spend a weekend 
consuming the mirror image of your normal media diet. If you’re typically a Fox News viewer, try 
MSNBC or BBC News for the weekend. If you’re normally a New York Times reader, give the Wall Street 
Journal or the Guardian a shot. Switch up your Sunday jazz playlist for a day of ska, country or grime.  
Swap out Vogue for GQ. And so on. 

You’ll need a  pen, and a journal (or another note-taking device) to complete this exercise over two 
weekends. Here’s how you can get started: 

1. Weekend One: Using your journal, keep track your media diet over the course of an entire weekend 
(Friday night, Saturday and Sunday).  

• Websites, magazines, newspapers, television shows, radio stations, podcasts, games etc. The 
times of usage aren’t as important as the media form (e.g. tv, magazine, newspaper) and title (e.g. 
Washington Post, Esquire Magazine, This is Us). 

2. Between Monday + Thursday of the following week, map your media diet to it’s bizarro alternative, 
however you choose to frame “alternative” (right perspective to left perspective, serious to funny, 
female perspective to male perspective and so on).  

3. Weekend Two: Starting on Friday evening, put all of your habitual media sources on the bench for 
the weekend and slip into your alternate media universe. 

4. As you’re consuming these various media forms, pay attention to how connected you feel to each 
author / journalist / anchor / protagonist in focus.  

5. On the Monday morning following this weekend adventure, spend twenty minutes writing about 
your reflections on this new information intake in your journal.
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